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Introduction 
The role of left exact functors in topos theor] is well known. That of pullback 
preserving functors has become folklore but a written account which suits the 
purpose of this paper is not available. In Section 1 we provide such, together with 
a few related matters. Much of this material we learned from conversations with 
Par6 and Thiibaud in the early 1970’s. Crucial here is the following result: If 
S C- T : F is a pullback preserving functor between (elementary) topoi, then the 
comma category S/F is a topos. We discuss in some detail its universal properties. 
Following a conference talk which we gave on this paper we learned that 
Kennison in [4] has also used the basic pullback preserving theory towards a quite 
different goal. 
Section 2 is a brief compendium of notions discrete fibrational in the 2-category 
of categories. Here also we co!lect some folklore and additionally make explicit 
some 2-dimensional exactness properties which have appeared in print at various 
levels of generality. In the latter connection we refer the reader to [ 1 l] and [ 121. 
The main result of the paper appears in Section 3. We define a partiaZ geometric 
morphism between topoi to be a functorf : S + T which has a pullback preserving 
left adjointf? our result, coarsely stated, is that pullback preserving functors are 
codiscrete cofibrations in the 2-category of partial geometric morphisms and 
conversely. 
* This research was partially supported by grants from NSERC Canada. 
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We showed in [8] that left exact functors are equivalent to codiscrcte cofibra- 
tions in the 2-category of geometric morphisms. In [9] we showed JZ- (codiscrete 
cofibrations in Z) for proarrow equipment ?% ---* ,tl satisfying certain exactness 
conditions. The latter theorem subsumed the result about left exact functors and 
geometric morphisms and unified it with the classical result that profunctors are 
equivalent to codiscrete cofibrations in the 2-category of categories and functors. 
(A variety of related examples were captured in the abstract setting too.) 
However, the required exactness conditions are not met in the case of partial 
geometric morphisms and pullback preserving functors. Notably, finite sums and 
finite products do not coalesce in the case of pullback preserving functors (as they 
do for left exact functors) so the matrix calculus described in [ 131 is not available. 
Fortunately, the main result mentioned in the preceding paragraph is no more 
difficult in an abstract setting and the theorem we prove strictly subsumes that of 
PI t 00. 
Cur use of the term ‘partial geometric morphism’ warrants some comment. 
Profunctors are, in a sense, to functors what relations are to functions. Indeed, 
the proarrow program seeks to make this and similar analogies precise by 
axiomatic study. The result of [S] mentioned above can be interpreted as saying 
that left exact functors are ‘progeometric morphism& Strictly between the 
notions of function and relation is that of partial function; the ‘machine functors’ 
introduced by Lawvere [S] have been put forward as their categorical counterpart. 
Roughly speaking, they are profunctors which can be realized by a span of 
functors, one of which is a discrete opfibration. (The other functor involved 
satisfies a constancy condition with respect to the former and, unlike most 
fibrational constructions, the idea generalizes to enriched categories.) If 
P: A + E ---) B : F is a machine from (category) A to B, where P is a discrete 
fibratior, then F may be thought of as a functor multiply (which includes 
partially) defined on A. The classical truth values, 0 and 1, used to define partial 
functions are replaced by arbitrary sets. From another point of view, a machine is 
like a family of functors. Partial geometric morphisms are also families of 
geometric morphisms but the objects which index such families are objects of the 
domain topos. Like machines, they can be realized as spans. In fact, the 
geometric span corresponding to a partial geometric morphisms f :S 9 2’ is 
fl: S * / If* -+ 2’ and n is a discrete opfibration in the 2-category of topoi and 
geometric morphisms. It may be useful to point out too that if X > U + Y in the 
category of topological spaces, with I/ open in X, then we get a span as above: 
sh(X)t-sh(X)/U=sh(U)-+sh(Y). 
1. Pullback preserving functors and topoi 
We write %zU for the 2-category of categories in some universe big enough 
that SET. the usual category of sets, is an object of %cr;rQZ It is convenient to 
Pttlhtck prfwrktg ftrttcmrs 
name four 2-categories; X. 4, 3 and J’; all of which have as their objects 
topos objects in %,H. For much of what we have to say we could take the 
objects of %sal3 (that is categories with finite limits). For that matter, there 
other classes of categories included in the lex ones to which our results apply. In 
each case the transformations (2cells) are natural transformations. 
the 
lex 
are 
The arrows (l-cells) of X are geometric morphisms, which are functors, f, with 
specified lex left adjoints, f*. With our convention about transformations, 3”’ is 
what is usually denoted 36’9. The arrows of ..U are lex functors. @ etc., so that 
XC” ---) A IX’ is the proarrow equipment studied at length in [S]. The definitions of 
2, respectively N, are completed by replacing ‘lex’ in the definition of 3. 
respectively & by ‘pullback preserving’. As noted in the Introduction we call the 
arrows of 3 partial geometric morphisms. Clearly. Y“‘* XL“ (forgetting the 
inverse image) is also proarrow equipment. We tend to write f etc. for arrows of 
75 
3’ and F etc. for arrows of JK We follow the ( 
of arrows in 3. Furthermore, we use ( )- for 
example f- : T 1 -+f*f when f : S-, T. Note 
faithfully through JU. 
)” convention for the left adjoints 
units and ( )_ for counits, as for 
that Y--, A’ factors locally fully 
Lemma 1.1. For any arrow S + T : F in A”, there is a factorizatiort 
SAT 
II 
1 
\/ 
(0 
S/IF 
with @ in A, where 2 (in A‘) is ’ domairz’. 
Proof. T@ := (!: T+ l)F is lex. Cl 
Which limits does a category with pullbacks necessarily have? Par-6 [6] has 
shown that the class resulting is that of finitely generated simply connected limits. 
The lemma above shows that arrows in A” preserve all finitely generated con- 
nected limits since 2 has the apparently stronger property. We sometimes write 
‘con’ for ‘pullback preserving’. 
Proposition 1.2. For any arrow f : S + T in 2, there is n factorizntioil 
f 
S-T 
with f in X, where A is the right adjoirtt Lc ard thus is an nrrow of LC. 
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Proof. Factor f* as in Lemma 1.1. It suffices to show that the arrow Q, which 
results has a right adjoint. For o : S- If* it is easy to check that this is provided 
by of as in the following pullback: 
Write 2 for lf * in S and regard S/l as the category of I-indexed families of 
objects of S as in 171. By analogy with finite sums in X we might expect to be able 
to regard S/I as the Z-fold sum in X of S with itself (an I-multiple or I-tensor). 
The universal property required would be an equivalence of categories 
X(S/Z. 7’) = (X(S. I’))’ for a suitable definition of the right-hand category. From 
Proposition 1.2 we see that X(S/I, T) is equivalent to the iso comma category of 
the following span: 
I I 
-1 
Aqs, T++N(T. S)AS, 
where l- is evaluation at 1 and I: 1+ S is, of course, the name of I. To see that 
the iso comma category makes sense, at least for topoi, as a definition of 
X(S. T)‘, consider the case Z = 1 + 1. An object in the iso comma is an arrow in 
3, f : S --, T, together with an isomorphism 4 : lf *G 1 + 1 in S. For any T in T 
define Tf f for i = 0, 1 as the pullback along the ith injection of Tf * * lf - 1 + 1. 
It is easy to verify that the f tT are inverse images of geometric morphisms 
fi:S+T,i= 0,1: and that this construction defines an equivalence with X(S, T)‘, 
where 2 = (0, l} and the power is the usual one. The calculation is just a 
reformulation of that establishing the equivalence of S/ 1 + 1 with S x S. Similar- 
ly, for topoi at least, we have agreement between the abstract power, X(S, T)“, 
and the usual one, X(S, T)? In general, the Z-arrow d ; S-, S/I is interpreted as 
the I-indexed family of injections. 
Proposition 1.3. For any arrow S * T : F in N the comma category Sl F is an 
object of N. 
Proof. Consider the factorization in Lemma 1.1 and observe that SIF is iso- 
morphic to (S/ 1 F)@. Both versions of the objects of (X, J&L!? and) N are well 
known to be closed with respect to both ‘slicing’ and the -/@ construction for @ 
left exact. Cl 
In fact SW is a comma object in A*. In 
SIF 
i*, j* and k denote the ‘projections’. It is a diagram in .A’ and for each X in 2’. 
application of the 2-functor A’(&!, -) to it yieids a comma category diagram (in 
%‘dT). Note that j* is lex for any con F. In fact, if the objects of JV have initial 
objects, then j* has a left adjoint given by T++ (O-, TF, T). The latter is con so 
in this case j* is an arrow of 3’. On the other hand, i* is lex if and only if F is lex. 
for note that the terminal object of S/F is ( 1 FG 1 F, 1). 
In any event under consideration i* and j* have right adjoints, denoted, of 
course, by i and j, respectively. i is given by SH (S X 1 F+ 1 F, 1) and j by 
T* (TFA TF, T). The projection transformation k : i* +j* F gives, by adjoint- 
ness, K : j-, Fi and k : ji* + F. The second of these is the identity on F; the T’th 
component of K is 
TF-TFUF 
TF- 1F 
T- 1. 
Lemma 1.4. For all (u : S + TF, T) in S/F there is a pullback 
S 
in SIF. In other words, for all (u, T) in S/F, 
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(aT)i*i W, T)j*j 
\ 
/ 
(0. T)rii driO. T )j*K 
(u, T),j*Fi 
is a pullback in SI F. 
Proof. The bottom layer of the diagram is a trivial pullback and hence so is the 
bottom face of the cube. The top face is a simple pullback and, since everything 
commutes, we have a pullback in S/F. It is easy to verify that all arrows are 
named correctly in the second diagram. q 
Corollary 1 S. 
(S/F)1 
Y k 
Pi j*j 
\ 
/ 
Ki / 
j’K 
j* Fi’ 
is a pullback in Jf(SIF, S/F). Cl 
We have a diagram 
S/F 
with i and j in 2’. (In facr j is in X.) The preceding lemma enables universal 
properties for S/F other than the simple comma one noted after Proposition 1.3. 
Proposition 1.6. For a!! X 
A(SIF, X) 
.ff(i. y \j. X) 
is a bicomma square in %kW, where F- is precomposition with F, U is the 
inclusion and K - is precomposition with K. 
Proof. We can consider the strict comma category U/F- and the functor 
Jtl(SIF, X)-+ U/F-, which results from the given data. We show that it is an 
equivalence. 
An object of U/F- is given by the data in the following diagram: 
S-T, 
where Q, and !?f are lex. Given such, define I? S/F-,X by the following pullback 
in N(SIF, X): 
j*F@ 
This defines a functor UIF- + Jl(SIF, X), for r is pullback preserving by 
construction and evaluating the preceding diagram at 1 gives 
a pullback, whence lr 2 1. Similarly, evaluating the pullbrick which defines r at j 
givesjT z Ik‘. The composite iT warrants slightly more comment. Evaluating the r 
pullback at Si, S in S, gives 
lF@ 
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SK is the projection so. since @ preserves binary products, Sirs S@. Thus 
ir z @ and or commutes with x via this isomorphism and jr= !P. 
These calculations show that Ul F--, M(SIF, X) + U/F- i:; isomorphic to the 
identity. On the other hand, consider 
i*ir j*jr. 
It is simply r applied to the diagram of Corollary 1.5. Since r preserves pullbacks, 
the above is a pullback which shows that A(SIF, X)+ U/F---,.&(SIF, X) is 
isomorphic to the identity. El 
Thmrem 1.7. For ail’ X 
T(StF, X) 
Tf(i.y v-X) 
qs, X) cy- Lf(T,X) 
N(T, X) 
is a bicomma square in %&T, where F- is precomposition with F, U is the 
inclusion and K- is precomposition with K. 
Proof. Following the proof of Proposition 1.6, we see that it gives a proof of 
Theorem 1.7 provided we can show that if @ and V have con left adjoints, then r 
has a con left adjoint. 
So assume @* -_4 @, V* -+ p with @* and p* con. The transformation 
x : P- F@ gives by adjointness i : Cp * + !P* F. We claim that for X in X, 
XT* := (Xi : X@*-+ XP*F, X!P*) provides a con left adjoint for r. r* is 
certainly a con functor from X to S/F, since CD * and V* are con and SI F is a 
comma object in N. An arrow from Xr* to an arbitrary object (u, T) of S/F is a 
pair LY : X@ * ---, S, 13 : XV 3 T such that 
X’P*F- 
OF TF’ 
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But if &:X+S@and 6:X ---) TF correspond by adjointness to (Y and p, then the 
above commutativity is equivalent to that of 
TF@ 
Such du’, /? are in bijective correspondence with arrows X* (a, T)T in X. •1 
Another part of the folklore of pullback preserving functorc concerns cotriples 
which are pullback preserving: the category of coalgebras is a topos. We will also 
want to know universal properties of the coalgebra category, but we begin with 
the following: 
Proposition 1.8. Let G = (G, E, S ) be a zotriple on S in JV. The category of 
coalgebras for G, denoted S,, is a topos, and there is a morphism k : S * S, in Y. 
Proof. Consider the cofree-forgttful factorization of G as R : S * S, : U. We have 
I/ -4 R and U is pullback preserving. (Indeed, U creates pullbacks since G 
preserves them.) We factor the adjunction as in Proposition 1.2 for which we only 
need know that S and T have finite limits, SA S/ 1 G J+ S,. (Remember that the 
terminal object of S, is ( 1 G, 16 ) so that U of it is 1 G.) Since r and r” are left 
exact, rr* is a left exact comonad on the topos S/l G. We are done when we 
remark that r” is comonadic since it is left exact and reflects isomorphisms. We 
define k to be R above. Cl 
Now k is an opcoalgebra for G with structure K : k-, Gk given by S since 
Ak = (AC, A6) and the opcoalgebra equations follow from the comonad axioms. 
Moreover, K corresponds by adjointness to K” : k* + k* G and (k”, K”) is a 
coalgebra for G. 
Proposition 1.9. The opcoalgebra (k, K j is Kleisli for G iul N and the eguivaience 
of N(S,, T) with G opcoalgebras in N to T restricts to arrows of 2. The coalgebra 
(k”, K *) is Eilenberg-Moore for G in J’i 
Proof. The last statement is the easiest. If (H, u : H-+ HG) with H : T+ S is a 
coalgebra for G in JV, we define fi: T-+ S, by AH = (AH, Av: AH+ AHG). It 
preserves pullbacks since H does. Showing that HI+ fi is inverse to the functor 
from N(T, S,) to coalgebras with domain T defined by composing with k* and K’” 
is now entirely straightforward. 
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To see that (k. K) is Kleisli in N, suppose that (X. 5) in 
is an opcoalgebra. On cofree objects (AG, A6 ) in Ss, the N-arrow x correspond- 
ing to (X, 5) should essentially satisfy (AG, AS)X = AX. Next, we recall that 
any coalgebra (C, y : C 3 CC) in S, is an equalizer in SG of cofree coalgebras. 
Moreover, the presentation actually gives (C, y ) as a pullback. Indeed 
(C, y)+CG, CS) % (CG’, CGS) 
C‘b 
is the equalizer, and if 4, $: (B. p) 2 (CG. CS) satisfy # l rG = + l C8, then 
4 = 4(yG)(CG&) = $(CZ)(CGe) = + using coalgebra and comonad equations. 
Thus we get a coalgebra map (B, p)+ (C, y ) induced as required. Hence, we 
define (C, y)x by the pullback 
(CT Y )X CGX. 
\ /4 
CX 
kxsX by definition, X clearly preserves pullbacks and the correspondence 
XH X is essentially inverse to composing an arrow S, + T with k and K. 
Finally, if X has a pullback preserving left adjoint, then so does X. Its definition 
may be supplied using the first paragraph of this proof. Cl 
The conjunction of properties of (k, K) in the statement of Proposition 1.9 was 
called Axiom 5 by Wood in [ 131. 
idempotent pullback preserving 
following: 
An analogue of the sheaf construction holds for 
monads in N. Before stating it we need the 
Lemma 1.10. If A is a category with finite products and I an object of A, then 
d:A--,AlI is fully faithful iff I= 1. 0 
roposition 1.11. Let M = (M, q, p) be an idempotent monad on S in N, then M is 
in & and hence the categor:? of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for M is a sheaf 
subtopos of s. 
s3 
Proof. Denoting i : S” * S : i” the Eiienberg-Moore algebras in %JH and i* -_i i. 
we note first that i* is pullback preserving, so again factoring the adjunction as in 
Proposition I.2 to S ‘“A S”‘/ li” 4 S, we observe that 4 is fully faithful since 
Ai = i and i is fully faithful (since M is idempotent.) By the above lemma, A is an 
equivalence. Since i* is left exact, i*i is an idempotent left exact monad on S so M 
is, and its category of sheaves is S”. Cl 
Proposition 1.12. Every idempotent monad M on S in JY has an Eilenberg- Moore 
aigebra(i,b) withi:S”+SinZ’. AnarrowT+Sh’isinYiffT~Sd’+Sisin~. 
Proof. The first sentence follows easily from the preceding proposition. Indeed, 
an algebra (X, 5 : XM +X) with domain T say, induces an arrow of 3, 
2: T+ S”, defined by AX = (AX, At). For the second claim note that a 
p:_Zhack preserving left adjoint to X determines one for x. Cl 
This proposition shows that ZC“ ---, NC0 satisfies Axiom S of [lo]. 
2. Discrete fibrations in K&Y 
Let .%C’~ denote the category of sets in the universe hypothesized at the 
beginning of Section 1. So JY%‘Y is the discrete objects of Z&7; equivalently, 
%&3 = cat(9%‘5). Let A and B be objects of Z&3 and Cp :AOP x B* 9’83 a 
functor. We write P: A * @ gr- B : Q for the span in CGtiY which results from 
applying the Grothendieck constrleaction to @. Qjgr is sometimes called the 
category of elements of @. Its objects are triples (A, 4, B) where A E A, B E B 
and 4 E @(A, B). It is convenient to write such as 4 : A- B. An arrow from 
c3:A-Bto~‘:A’-B’isapairofarrowsa:A-,A’inA,P:B-,B’inBsuch 
that the following square ‘commutes’: 
By ‘commutes’ here we mean that (4)@(A, ,kl) = (@)@(a, B). We regard @ as 
above as a profunctor from B to A and write .53%%!05 for the bicategory of 
categories, profunctors and transformations. If U : A + E is in %d5, we also write 
U :A + E for the profunctor given by U(A, E) = A( A, EU) since little confusion 
is possible. If E ---) B : V is in %M’3, we write E +B : V’ (rather than V* in this 
paper to avoid confusion with f * etc.) for the profunctor given by V”( E, 8) = 
B( EV, B) and recall that V’ is a right adjoint of V in ZJ%‘C@. For a span 
U : A + E -+ B : V, from B to A, in YMY, the profunctor V t U is given by 
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V’U(A, B) = j”’ A(A, E’U) x B(E’V, B) and there resuhs a strict morphism of 
spans 
given by EK = (EK: EU - EV), where EK is the equivalence class of the pair 
(EU)I: EU-* EU, (EV)l: EV-, EVin the coend. We say that U:A+E--,B:V 
is a discrete fibration from B to A if K is an equivalence of categories. A span 
U : A t E + B : V in a general bicategory 9 is said to be a discrete fibration from 
B to A in 23 if for all X in 9. 93(X. U) : 9(X, A) - iZl(X, E)+ 9(X, B) : 93(X, V) 
is a discrete fibration from 9?(X, B) to 99(X, A) in Z&T. A codiscrete cofibration 
in 9 is a discrete fibration in 9?“! So a cospan R : A - M + B : S from B to A is a 
codiscrete cofibration from B to A in 9 if and only if for all X in %, 
93(_!?, X) : 93(A, X) + %3(E, X)+ 93(B, X) : 93(S, X) is a discrete fibration from 
93(A, X) to .%?(B, X) in %k45. (Note the change of direction.) 
The classical definitions of fibrations, [3] and [2], are invariant under isomorph- 
ism but not equivalence. Street in [ 111 gave elementary, equivalence invariant, 
definitions of fibrations in a hicategory. However, he required existence of a 
number of bilimits which, in practice, are not easily computable and specialization 
to discrete fibrations is not entirely straightforward. His definition of discrete 
fibration is equivalent to ours. Indeed, in [12, Section 2) he also gave a more 
concrete -r4escription similar to ours above. His Proposition 2.13 of that paper is 
our Lemma 2.3 below. Our proof iklustrates the use of profunctors which are 
central to our present concerns. 
For a profunctor A f-B : @ we write I : A 3 Qiglt B : J for the cospan in %k@ 
which results from ‘glueing’. Thus the objects of @gl are those of A and B 
disjointly and, with obvious notation: @gl(A, A’) = A(A, A’), @gl(B, B’) = 
B(B, B’), @gl(A. B) = @(A, B) and @gl(B, A) =Qb. 
Lemrrla 2.1. With notations as above, JI f s @ z Q + P and IJ + = 8. 
Proof. The composites JI’ and IJ+are easy. (Indeed, for any cospan 
R : A-* Al + B : S, RS’( B, A) s M( BS, AR) by the Yoneda lemma.) JI’ z Qi and 
IJ’ = 0 tollow from the definition of @gl. We have 
Q+P(A, 6) = f’” A(A, C) x B(D, B)-+ @(A, B) 
where the (4: C - D)‘th component is the function which sends a pair a! : .4 --, C, 
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B : D ---) B to the ‘composite’s@ : A - B. It is easy to see that it is invertible. the 
inverse sending (b : A - B to the equivalence class of the @th instance of 
(Al:A--,A, Bl:B+B). Cl 
Remark 2.2. The composite P’Q gives W’, the opposite of @ as defined in 
Cartesian bicategories (11 in terms of the tensor product. Note, however, that if A 
has an initial object, 0, and B has a terminal object, 1, then @” is just the constant 
@(O, I). 
Lemma 2.3. A span B: A t-E + B : Q in %kH is a discrete jibration from B to A if 
and only if for some cospan I : A + M + B : J the is a bicommu diagram 
Proof. (t+) If P:d + E ---, B : Q is a bicomma span, then it is equivalent. as a 
span, to A +-I/J + B, the strict comma span. It suffices, therefore, to assume that 
E is I/J. For comma squares it is well known that Q’P s JI’ (whe the 
isomorphism is ob:&ained from A by adjointness) and we saw in the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 that JI ‘(A, B) s M(AI, BJ). Clearly, (M(-I, -J))gr = I/J and since 
gr is functorial we have I/J isomorphic to (Q’P)gr. 
(3) By Lemma 2.1 we can assume without loss of generality that E is @gr for a 
functor @ : A”P X B 3 %!W. Consider the cospan I :A+ @gl + B 
@gr = I/J. 0 
Corollary 2.4. A cospan R : A -+ M t-B : S in a bicategory 93 is 
cofibration from B to A in 93 if and on/y if for all 
%(R, X): .%(A, X) +- %(M, X)* 9?(B, X): %(S, X) is a bicornma 
B(A,X) to 93(B, X)). Cl 
: J. Clearly, 
a codiscrete 
X in 93, 
span (from 
Lemma 2.5. If P: A c-E-, B : Q is . bicomma span (equivalently, by Lemma 2.3, 
a discrete fibration) and for 
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we have Q + P z GF +, via 7 and adjoirltrless, therl the square is a bicomvlza di~grum. 
Proof. FIG = (G(-F, -G))gr z (CF’)gr z (Q ‘P)gr = E. Cl 
3. The main result 
In this section 2’ ---, &denotes any homomorphism of bicategories atisfying the 
following: 
Axiom PE. 2%“‘ + A.“ is proarrow equipment. 
Axiom WG. For every S + T : F in A‘ there is a diagram 
with i and j in .2 subject to 
(i) for all X, there is a bicomma square 
,re(S, X) (K- T(T,X), 
JW X) 
where F- is precomposition with F, U is the (fully faithful) inclusion and K- is 
precomposition with K, 
(ii) the transpose of K, ji*+ F, is a isomorphism. 
We note that 2 + .I%- of Section 1 has been shown to satisfy these axioms and 
that they are implied by the ‘( )““s’ of the axioms in 1131. Indeed, (WG(i))‘” is 
but a small part of the finite collage axiom and (WG(ii))“’ was derived using the 
‘matrix’ calculus. 
The bicategory of cospans in 2 from T to S is denoted CSN JZ(T, S) and an 
arrow of it is shown below: 
S? 
. 
If 3 is a 2-category, such arrows admit a strict composition and we have a functor 
from CSN Y( T, S)“’ to X( T, S), which applied to the above gives 
,&” @“*, qrr”p* qr-p; qp* .
However, even for the 2-category 3’ of Section 1 it is not possible to ignore 
entirely the transformations between arrows of cospans. If we also have 
then a transformation from (r, a, 6) to (s, y, 6) is a transformation T: r-+ s such 
that 
Lemma 3.1. For any transformation 7: (r, a, /3)+ (s, y, 6) as above 
q&p” 
qss*p* 
It follows that the assignment for arrows of cospans above extends uniquely to a 
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homomorphism of bicategories (CSN Y)“‘(T, S) = (CSN Y( T, S))“” ---) A’( T. S). 
We write CCF Lf’(T, S) for the full and locally full subbicategory of CSN Y( T, S) 
determined by the codiscrete cofibrations. It is easy to show that the latter are 
bicodiscrete objects in CSN Y(T. S). Thus all transformations in CCF Y(T. S) are 
isomorphisms and given any parallel pair of arrows of cospans there ES at most one 
transformation of cospans between them. We take (CCF LE’)“‘( T, S) ---* X(3’, S) to 
be the restriction of the homomorphism above. Given S C-T : F in X, the cospan 
i : S * Fwg + T : j prescribed by Axiom WG is a codiscrete cofibration. (This 
f(Jllows from (i) in the Axiom statement and Corollary 
N(T, S) we get an arrow of cospans by considering 
T 
2.4.) Given 4 : F-+ G in 
and (i) for G. The assignments provide a homomorphism of bicategories 
.t*( T, S) + (CCF Lt’)‘“(T, S). It may be useful to point out that this is not a 
functor in our motivating example. Indeed, for 3% X as in Section 1, take T = 1. 
Then 4 : F-, G is an arrow of S and the assigned arrow of cospans is the familiar 
‘pullback along c$’ from the slice S/G to the slice S/F. Call it (b’. If also 
$ : G+ H, then certainly (&,!$ E +!/& but the isomorphism cannot be replaced 
by equality for general 4 and +. 
The composite A-(T. S)- (CCF cY’)“‘(T, S) --) J‘(T. S) is isomorphic to the 
identity (since for F, i, j zs above we have ji* s F by (ii)). We will show that the 
other composite. (CCF 2”)c“(T, S) ---* .A (T, S) + (CCF 2 )“‘(T, S), is equivalent 
to the identity. That is, if p: S --* M + T : q is a codiscrete cofibration then, qua 
cospan, it is equivalent to i : S-* (qp*)wg + T : j. 
Lemma 3.2. Ifp : S-+ _I? + T : q is an object of (CCF Z)“‘( T, S), then for al’1 X in 
.Y 
Y(M, X) 
J(p. Xl / 
\ 
J(4. X) 
J 
,rp(S.X) z-“I_ &(T. X) 
W\ Jt 
is a bicomma square. 
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Proof. Let fE 9(§, X), g E .Z(T, X) and It E y(M, X). 
~~PJ)+~(%x)(g.f) 
I 
h 
z 27(S, X)( pk f) x L(T, X)( g, qh) 
= I h J’-(S, X)(ph, fj y N(T, X)(g, qh) 
= I ’JV(S, X)(h, p*f) x N(T, X)( g, qh) 
= JW’, X)( g, qp*f) 
=((4P*-NJ+)f&f). 
By Corollary 2.4 we know that ~(p,X):~(S.X)+Z’(M,X)~~(T,X): 
2’( q, X) is a bicomma span for some cospan in %&T. Combining this with the 
above calculation and Lemma 2.5 completes the proof. Cl 
Theorem 3.3. For T-, N, as axiomatized above, the arrows of JV are the 
codiscrete cofibrations of 2, in that for all T and S we have a biequivalence 
N(T, S) - (CCF cY)‘“(T, S) . 
Proof. We noted prior to Lemma 3.2 the equivalence of cospans required. Now, 
from the bicomma property of Z(( qp*)wg, X) prescribed by Axiom WG and the 
bicomma property of .9(M, X) found in Lemma 3.2 we get an equivalence of 
spans 
qs, X) 11 Lf(T. X) 
in %‘&T from which the required equiv’;elence of cospans follows by the Yoneda 
Lemma for bicategories. 0 
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